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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 1072 3.8 1.1 5 75.9 100

2 1072 2 1.5 5 40.1 100

3 1072 3.3 1.3 5 65.5 100

4 1072 2.5 1.1 4 63.1 100

5 1071 2.1 1.2 4 52.9 99.9

6 1072 3.5 1.1 5 71 100

7 1066 0.4 1 5 8.4 99.4

8 1072 3.4 1.4 6 56 100

9 1069 2.3 1.7 6 37.6 99.7
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

Correct answers in Section 2.



Sticky Note

Incorrect answer. Again too much detail.



Sticky Note

A number of candidates mistook 'coche' for 'coach'. This is a reminder that key stage 3 vocabulary needs to be reactivated.



Sticky Note

Correct, but no need to write in a full sentence.
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Question 3 [5] 
 
Section 1 
 
(a) What is Vanesa’s aim? (1) 
 


(To) get (in) to university / (To) study engineering (at university) 
 
(b) How does she describe her aim? (1) 
 


The first part (of the plan / project) 
 
Section 2 
 
(c) What will she do next? (1) 
 


Start her (own) company / firm 
 
(d) Why is this important to her? (1) 
 


Doing as her father and grandfather did / Following in her father’s and grandfather’s 
footsteps / Following a family tradition 


 
(e) What does Vanesa think will help her succeed? Write one detail. (1) 
 


Her university training / education / course / studies /  
She’s hard-working / 
She’s determined [1 from 3] 


 
Question 4 [4] 
 
(a) (they are) twins  (1) 
 
(b) parents died (in road traffic accident) (1) 
 
(c) (they) went to live / lived with (their) grandparents (1) 
 
(d) (they are) good / decent people / (they turned out) well (1) 
 
Question 5 [4] 
 
Section 1 
 
(a) Antonio está contratado con el Real Madrid. (1) 
 
(b) Se entrena siete veces a la semana. (1) 
 
Section 2 
 
(c) Antonio necesita calorías / comer mucho/ dieta especial / dieta personal (1) 
 
(d) Su consejo principal es no fumar  (1) 
  












Sticky Note

In section 2, the candidate failed to understand. The narrative style of this question is part of the varied nature of the new GCSE, and candidates do need to develop the ability to follow a story in listening, as well as reading.



Sticky Note

Here we again see an answer that lacks coherence.



Sticky Note

Here the use of English causes ambiguity. 'shake your heart' is not really an English expression. Again. it appears the candidate attached too much importance to understanding a single word, as opposed to processing a longer segment of language.








Sticky Note

Here the candidate does not follow the rubric that says 'one detail'.



Sticky Note

Here again we see over-reliance on a few basic items of vocabulary. 



Sticky Note

Here the semi-cognate 'proyecto' distracts. 








hopkig

Sticky Note

Unmarked set by hopkig



Sticky Note

Here 'house' alone was enough. In this exercise, candidates should avoid overly long answers. See comments in the examiners' report.



Tim

Sticky Note

Unmarked set by Tim



Sticky Note

Here the part in brackets is accepted, because it is merely an amplification of the initial answer. Nevertheless, candidates are advised to avoid using brackets.



Sticky Note

Here we see an ambiguous answer. Car, alone, scored a mark. 



Sticky Note

Here the candidate answers in the wrong language and loses a mark. This is because comprehension is not demonstrated. 



Sticky Note

Here the candidate uses synonyms / synonymous phrases. Whilst one answer would be fine, there is no ambiguity, and so a mark is awarded.
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Question 3 


You hear part of a radio interview with Vanesa about her career plans. Answer the questions in 
English. [5]


Section 1 


 (a) What is Vanesa’s aim? [1]


 


 (b) How does she describe her aim? [1]


 


Section 2


 (c) What will she do next? [1]


 


 (d) Why is this important to her? [1]


 


 (e) What does Vanesa think will help her succeed? Write one detail. [1]


 





















Tim

Sticky Note

Unmarked set by Tim































Sticky Note

In one mark questions, it is best to avoid the word 'and' in answers. Nearly always only one point is required. This is especially true where the 'and' separates two very different ideas (not the case here).



Sticky Note

Incorrect. 



Sticky Note

Lack of 'sense-checking' here again leads to an answer that is not coherent in English.



Sticky Note

Correct.



Sticky Note

Correct, and the candidate expresses this as an inference. Where this happens examiners take this to demonstrate comprehension.



Sticky Note

Here too much detail invalidates an otherwise correct answer. 'Annoyed' alone scores a mark.
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Question 8 [6] 
 
Section 1 
 
(a) How does Henry describe the local public transport system? (1) 
 


Totally disorganised / 
A mess / shambles 


 
(b) What do we learn about bus drivers’ pay in the town? (1) 
 


(They are) paid according to the number of tickets they sell 
[Ignore mention of ‘They don’t receive a salary’] 


 
(c) What happens as a result? (1) 
 


They drive too fast to get to the next (bus) stop before the others / other drivers /  
They race to the next (bus) stop to get there first / 
They drive badly in an attempt to maximise their income 
[Must include reference to both elements] 


 
Section 2 
 
(d) What event is announced for next Monday? (1) 
 


Public transport strike / total halt to public transport / there will be no public transport 
(as a protest) 


 
(e) How is this expected to affect people in the town? (1) 
 


(They) won’t be able to get to work / (They) will have difficulty getting to work 
 
(f) How does Henry’s father feel about the situation? (1) 
 


(It has) Annoyed (him for a long time) /  
It bothers him / It has bothered him for a long time 
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Answer all questions.


Question 1


Alejandro and Marta are talking about their holidays. Complete the boxes in English. Give full 
details. [5]


Alejandro Marta


(a) Preferred holiday location [1]


(b) Transport arranged [1]


(c) Time of year [1]


Section 2


(d) Activity [1]


(e) Accommodation [1]












Sticky Note

Again a slightly incoherent guess based on very partial understanding.



Sticky Note

Here we again see a candidate being over influenced by a few vocabulary items of a simple nature without trying to process the wider sense.



Sticky Note

Guess, but appropriate.



Sticky Note

Here the meaning is unclear, even if the answer is a guess. 



Sticky Note

Correct, but a bit too much information. When it is a one mark question candidates should almost never have two elements.








Sticky Note

Just to remind teachers about the 'and' principle in one mark questions. 



Sticky Note

Here the candidate has generated their own narrative. The word 'cura' may have been interpreted as 'cure' and so led to a medical slant.













Sticky Note

Here we have an answer which is unlikely at this point in the paper. 'Problematic' could have scored, but candidates need to be aware that simple cognates can be a distraction and should always seek to process more language. This question differentiates at the higher grades and so answers will nearly always require precision. 



Sticky Note

Correct answer, well expressed.



Sticky Note

Here the candidate loses a mark because their intended answer is unclear. 



Sticky Note

Here adding additional detail invalidates an otherwise creditable answer. 'Protest' alone, would have scored, but the additional material means that it becomes unclear who is protesting.



Sticky Note

Correct and well expressed.



Sticky Note

Correct and well expressed.
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Question 1 [5] 
 
Section 1 
 


  Alejandro Marta  


(a) Preferred holiday 
location 


//////////////////////////////////////// abroad / foreign 
country 


(1) 


(b) Transport arranged (hired) car ///////////////////////////////////// (1) 


(c) Time of year //////////////////////////////////////// Holy Week / (week 
before) Easter / spring 


(1) 


 
Section 2 


 


(d) Activity water sports / sailing ///////////////////////////////////// (1) 


(e) Accommodation uncle’s house ///////////////////////////////////// (1) 


 
Question 2 [5] 
 
Section 1  
 
(a) Why was Oscar pleased with the placement offered? (1) 
 


He likes meeting people / you meet a lot of people 
 
(b) What does he say about his role? (1) 
 


Had no one task / job / Did a number of things 
 
(c) In what way did he prove most helpful? (1) 
 


(His knowledge of / ability in) IT / ICT / computers / computing 
 
Section 2  
 
(d) What problem did he have? (1) 
 


He didn’t get on with the receptionist / another member of staff. / 
The receptionist / another member of staff was unkind / wasn’t nice to him 


 
(e) What might he do in the future? (1) 
 


Work in the hotel again / in the summer (holiday(s))/ next summer /  
Go back (to the hotel) (in the summer (holiday(s))/ next summer) 


 
  












Sticky Note

Here we see an 'educated guess'. Whilst incorrect on this occasion, the topic focus is maintained.



Sticky Note

This answer highlights the need to 'sense-check' answers. This is incoherent as a concept and is not as it stands a viable or plausible answer to the question that is asked.



Sticky Note

Good, concise and clear answer.


















Sticky Note

Correctly renders 'problemas' in the wider sense.



Sticky Note

This is a near miss, but again we see an answer that does not really make sense in the context of the question.



Sticky Note

All correct answers in section 2.

















Sticky Note

Here the feminine was accepted, but 'house' alone could gain a mark. This is essentially a note-taking exercise.



Sticky Note

Correct and concise.



Sticky Note

Festivals are part of the specification. Cultural knowledge can be helpful in answering and the main events of the Spanish year should be taught.



Sticky Note

Correct and concise.



Sticky Note

Correct and concise.








Sticky Note

The candidate fails to score any marks. This was a challenging passage, with a narrative style. It also focused on an area which is not typically covered in KS3. In common with other candidates, this one has made up their own narrative.
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Question 7 [5]


Extract from a radio report. Complete the table in English. 


Section 1


How does the presenter 
describe the news item? [1]


What part of the story is 
unusual? [1]


Section 2


How did Sebastián García 
help Gustavo? [1]


How did Gustavo react? [1]


What was Walter’s role? [1]
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Question 6 [5] 
 
Section 1 
 


(a) B   (1) 
 


(b) C (1) 


 
Section 2 
 


(c) 
 


A (1) 


(d) 
 


A (1) 


(e) B (1) 


 
Question 7 [5] 
 
Section1 
 


How does the presenter 
describe the news item? 


It touches the heart / Heart-warming (1) 


What part of the story is 
unusual? 


The bride didn’t know it was her wedding (day) (1) 


 
Section2 


 


How did Sebastián García help 
Gustavo? 


He (agreed to) marry Gustavo / the couple / to carry 
out the ceremony (1) 


How did Gustavo react? He burst into tears / he cried (1) 


What was Walter’s role? He pretended it was his wedding / he was getting 
married / he was the ‘false’ groom  (1) 
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Question 8 [6]


Henry talks to his Mexican friend about public transport in his home town. Answer the questions in 
English.


Section 1


 (a) How does Henry describe the local public transport system?  [1]


 


 (b) What do we learn about bus drivers’ pay in the town? [1]


 


 (c) What happens as a result? [1]


 


Section 2 


 (d) What event is announced for next Monday? [1]


 


 (e) How is this expected to affect people in the town? [1]


 


 (f) How does Henry’s father feel about the situation? [1]


 












